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ABSTRACT

Claims about Soviet policy at the end of the October 1973 ArabIsraeli war played a key role in discrediting détente in the midand late 1970s. This analysis considers the part that Henry
Kissinger played in triggering the Soviet actions at the end of
the war to which the critics of détente pointed. Contrary to what
Kissinger claimed, he essentially reneged on the agreement he
had reached with the Soviet leadership to end the war and
instead directly encouraged the Israelis to continue military
operations well after the ceasefire was supposed to take effect.
That, in turn, led to a crisis that had a profound effect on SovietAmerican relations for years to come.

The United States and the Soviet Union seemed determined in 1972 to put the
Cold War behind them. The American president, Richard Nixon, flew to
Moscow that year and signed a number of important agreements with his
Soviet counterpart, Leonid Brezhnev – important above all for what they
symbolised. At Moscow, Nixon declared, a foundation had been laid ‘for
a new relationship between the two most powerful nations of the world’;
a process had begun that could lead to a lasting peace.1 But the great hopes
of 1972 faded rapidly and, by the end of 1973, many Americans had begun to
turn against the Nixon Administration’s détente policy. By 1976, Nixon’s
successor, Gerald Ford, so embarrassed by the word ‘détente’, announced he
would stop using it.2 By 1980, détente ‘was almost universally regarded as
having failed’.3
But why exactly had it failed? The many critics of détente policy would not
have found that question hard to answer. It had failed, in their view, because
détente was based on an illusion – that the Soviet Union was now willing to
coexist peacefully with the United States.4 But fundamental Soviet goals, the
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argument ran, had not changed. The Soviets still sought to bring about
a ‘decisive shift in the world balance of power’ in their favour. And détente
had merely served to blind the western Powers to that core reality: ‘the Soviet
Union saw it as an opportunity to lull Western public opinion into a lack of
vigilance towards the perils it was facing’.5 From that point of view, the
collapse of détente was easy to explain: the policy was abandoned when the
American people came to see Soviet policy for what it was and realised that
a very different kind of policy was needed.
The champions of détente – especially Nixon’s national security advisor,
Henry Kissinger, who, with Nixon, was the main architect of the policy –
naturally took a very different view. As they saw it, the policy failed not
because it was politically or morally defective but rather because anti-détente
forces overwhelmed it at home. As Kissinger put it when about to leave office
in late 1976, ‘our difficulties have been almost entirely domestic’ in nature.6
The Nixon Administration had tried to pursue a policy better attuned to the
nuances and ambiguities of international political life, but that kind of policy
did not sit well with the American public; and many scholars take much the
same view. ‘The Nixon-Kissinger variant of détente’, one writes, ‘failed for
primarily domestic political reasons’.7 Or for another: ‘the foreign policy of
détente drowned in the turbulent waters of domestic politics in the 1970s’.8 In
one telling view, whereas Nixon and Kissinger had a ‘sophisticated and farsighted strategy’, despite their generally honest efforts to explain what it was,
‘they never really succeeded in putting it across, whether to their own bureau
cracies, the Congress, or the public as a whole’.9 But there is one basic problem
with that line of argument: the country had no trouble supporting détente in
1972; opinion only later turned against it; and one cannot explain a change by
a constant. Something must have caused the shift. Specific events must have
played a major role in this process.
The evidence strongly suggests that events surrounding the October 1973
Arab-Israeli war were of fundamental importance in that regard. Attitudes
towards détente, reflected in the press, shifted quite sharply at that point.
Indeed, by the end of 1973, some observers were already talking about how
détente had failed.10 The critics pointed above all to Soviet behaviour in the
Middle East. The Soviet Union supposedly had played a key role in bringing
on the October 1973 Arab-Israeli war; one early attack on détente referred, for
example, to the ‘incendiary Soviet role’ before the war, a charge that remained
a staple of the anti-détente literature well into the 1980s.11 The Soviet leader
ship also suffered blame for threatening to intervene unilaterally at the end of
that war. Brezhnev made that threat in a famous letter sent to Nixon on
24 October 1973, the same day the ceasefire decreed by the United Nations
[UN] Security Council finally took hold.12 That threat led the United States to
put its military forces around the world on alert. But if Washington, the
argument ran, had been forced to make that kind of move, the provocation
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must have been quite extraordinary; the Soviets, it seemed, were as aggressive
as ever and could only be restrained by a tough American policy.13
What are we to make of arguments of that sort? Kissinger at the time
characterised the claim that the Soviets had instigated the October 1973 war
as ‘absolutely preposterous’.14 And the evidence now available makes it abun
dantly clear that the Soviets had tried hard to work with the Americans in
reaching a settlement that would have made the war unnecessary, had very
much wanted to avoid a new Middle East war, and had warned United States
leaders repeatedly that if nothing were done, an armed conflict was
unavoidable.15 The implication is that if the Americans had been more forth
coming and more willing to work with the Soviets in dealing with the pro
blem – that is, if they had pursued a policy more in line with what détente was
supposed to be – the war would not have broken out in the first place.
As for the narrower issue of the Brezhnev threat, the real question has to do
with the degree to which the American government was directly responsible
for creating the situation that led the Soviet leader to send Nixon the letter.
Kissinger, after all, had worked out a ceasefire agreement with Brezhnev
during a visit to Moscow on 21 October. The ceasefire was supposed to go
into effect the next day, and Kissinger flew directly from Moscow to Israel for
talks with Israeli leaders that day. But the ceasefire did not take hold, mainly
because the Israelis very much wanted to continue military operations. Indeed,
on 23 October, as Kissinger put it the next day, the Israelis ‘grabbed a hunk of
territory and cut the last supply line’ for Egypt’s Third Army.16 Brezhnev
threatened to intervene unilaterally only after Israeli policy had become clear.
If Kissinger had encouraged Israel to ignore the ceasefire, as many people
including the Soviets suspected, then the Brezhnev threat was scarcely an act of
aggression pure and simple. It would in turn imply that Kissinger held
responsibility for triggering the chain of events that led to the Brezhnev threat
and American alert, with all their consequences, especially in terms of how
people at home came to view détente.
Therefore, it is important to understand what actually happened at the end
of the Arab-Israeli war in October 1973. Had Kissinger in fact given the Israelis
a green light to continue their advance? For many years, in dealing with that
issue, scholars have tended to accept Kissinger’s claim of not deliberately
encouraging the Israelis to violate the ceasefire, at least not in any major
way. An account of the crisis given in 1994 is a good case in point. In
a passage dealing with Kissinger’s meetings with the Israeli leaders on
22 October, some officials who took part in those talks claimed ‘Kissinger
quietly encouraged Israel to violate the ceasefire and continue its offensive, at
least for several hours’, whilst other participants ‘insist that Kissinger was
tough and emphasised the importance of the cease-fire’. Then appears the
argument that Kissinger ‘adamantly denies that he encouraged Israel to violate
the cease-fire’ based on a 1991 interview:
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I did not encourage the Israelis. I did not want to see the Third [Egyptian] Army
destroyed. I thought that they [the Israelis] were emotionally exhausted and did not
need a big sales pitch for a cease-fire. After all, they had gotten the direct negotiations
they had always wanted. I didn’t press them hard because I didn’t think that they needed
to be pressed. I did not encourage the Israelis with more than minor adjustments. It is
quite possible that the commanders in the field ran away with [Israel Prime Minister]
Golda [Meir].17

Largely on the basis of that testimony came the conclusion that Kissinger had
not intentionally encouraged the Israelis to continue their advance. For exam
ple, Kissinger ‘inadvertently created false expectations amongst Israel’s leaders
about’ how much extra time they had for military operations; and ‘Brezhnev
suspected, wrongly, that Kissinger had deliberately deceived him and encour
aged Israel to violate the cease-fire’.18
But important evidence at odds with Kissinger’s account came out a few
years after this analysis emerged. Indeed, a number of writers concluded based
on new sources that Kissinger had done more to sanction Israeli violations
than he had suggested in that 1991 interview, in his memoirs, and elsewhere.19
Even then, there was a certain tendency to minimise the importance of that
evidence and essentially accept Kissinger’s story. One document, for example,
recorded a meeting Kissinger had with Meir just after he had worked out the
ceasefire agreement with Brezhnev in Moscow. Meir said that if the Egyptians
did not stop military operations, Israel would not either; Kissinger replied –
‘most tellingly’, as one scholar put it: “even if they do . . . “.20 But that comment
is generally not taken too seriously. As one of Kissinger’s biographers put it in
2004, it was an ‘almost off-handed’ remark. Even his assurance that the Israelis
would not get ‘violent protests’ if the fighting continued during the night is not
seen as very important. It had been ‘designed reflexively to sweeten the eversuspicious Israeli leader’, another historian wrote, and Kissinger would soon
regret what he had said.21 Even scholars who say that Kissinger deliberately
gave the Israelis a green light to violate the ceasefire are often quick to qualify
that conclusion. They suggest, for example, that the message he was giving was
not explicit, that he was agreeing to only minor, short-term violations of the
agreement, or that he quickly changed his mind and demanded that the
Israelis put a stop to their offensive.22
What about Kissinger’s reliability as an historical source? To get at that
issue, there are four claims that he made on matters not directly related to the
issue at hand. The first relates to his position on the Vietnam War. In an
August 1968 New York Review of Books article, Hans Morgenthau identified
Kissinger as one of a number of supporters of the war who were now trying to
‘cover their tracks’ and make it seem that their real position had been very
different. That charge led to a private exchange of correspondence between the
two men. In one letter, written just before Nixon asked him to serve as his
national security advisor, Kissinger stated flatly that he had ‘never supported
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the war in public’.23 What was extraordinary here is that he had in fact
defended America’s Vietnam policy in a televised debate in December 1965
and, the same month, along with a large number of other academics, had
signed a petition supporting the Administration’s conduct of the war.24 Not
just that, but in 1966 he published a short opinion piece in Look magazine
arguing that America had to prevent a communist victory in Vietnam.25 That
same year he told a group in North Carolina: ‘We have no choice now but to
maintain our commitment to prevent a Communist takeover in the south’.26
Accordingly, it is hard to understand why Kissinger would simply deny that he
had ever supported the war in public. The fact that he did so certainly says
something about his commitment to the truth as an end in itself.
The remaining three cases relate directly to the Middle East. Kissinger
claimed, first, that on the eve of the October war, he had not urged Israel
not to attack pre-emptively. Rumours to the effect that he had insisted that the
Israelis not strike first began circulating very early on, but Kissinger from the
start strongly denied that he had done any such thing. Meeting with a group of
Jewish leaders a few weeks after the war, for example, he referred to ‘the great
myth’ that Washington had ‘pressured them not to preempt’.27 But the ‘myth’
did not disappear. It re-surfaced in two apparently well-researched books by
respected journalists that appeared in the next few years. Kissinger, their
authors argued, made it clear to the Israelis, just as the war was about to
break out, that they were not to strike first.28
Kissinger, however, did not give an inch and over the years has repeatedly
denied that America was in any way responsible for Israel’s decision not to
attack early. In the second volume of his memoirs, for example, he quoted
from a message Meir sent him on 7 October, the second day of the war. Meir
strongly implied that because of American pressure, the Israelis had not taken
‘preemptive action’ and their failure to do so was ‘the reason for our situation
now’. That claim clearly irritated Kissinger. Yes, it was true, he wrote, that ‘in
years past’ he had expressed his ‘personal view’ to the Israelis that ‘America’s
ability to help Israel in any war would be impaired if Israel struck first’. But in
the run-up to the October war, ‘the subject of preemption had not been
discussed’. Meir, he said merely ‘volunteered’ to the American ambassador,
‘Israel would not preempt. The decision had been her own, without benefit of
recent American advice’.29 That claim was not just for public consumption. In
meetings with his staff at the time, he denied having warned the Israelis not to
strike first. ‘Since there will be all sorts of legends when this is over’, he said on
10 October, ‘one legend that has absolutely no foundation in fact is that we
prevented an Israeli pre-emptive attack. We were authorised by the Israelis to
inform the Arabs and the Soviets that they were not planning a pre-emptive
attack, in order to comply with their wish that we prevent the war. But we
made no recommendation to the Israelis about any course of action’.30 He
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made the same point in another high-level meeting in 1975: ‘We didn’t keep
them from pre-empting. That’s a myth’.31
What is to be made of that line of argument? On one hand, the Israelis
certainly did tell the Americans that they did not intend to strike first as soon
as they learned that an Arab attack was imminent. They did ask Kissinger to let
the Soviets and the Arabs know their intentions, since they thought Arab
military preparations might have been rooted in an honest but mistaken fear
that Israel planned to take military action against them.32 Any direct American
pressure related to this specific situation had not prompted these assurances;
they came well before the United States government believed war was immi
nent or even likely. So that part of the story is certainly in line with Kissinger’s
account.
What Kissinger failed to note is that he disbelieved the Israeli report about
an imminent Arab attack when he received it at around 6:00 AM on 6 October.
That report, he thought, might have been concocted as a cover for an Israeli
attack, even though that attack would be launched on Yom Kippur. As he told
White House chief of staff Alexander Haig that morning, when he received the
report he thought at first ‘it was an Israeli trick for them to be able to launch an
attack although this is the holiest day’. He therefore ‘called the Israelis and
warned them to restrain’ and soon ‘got a return call from the Israelis giving us
assurances that no pre-emptive Israeli [action] would be taken’.33 In fact, he
had urged the Israelis just before 7:00 AM that morning ‘not to take any
preemptive action’.34 In reporting to Nixon a couple of hours later, he empha
sised ‘the essentiality of restraint on the Israeli part, and said there must be no
preemptive action’.35 As he told a high-level meeting that evening, he had
made it clear that morning to the Soviets, the Egyptians, and the Israelis –
including the Israeli foreign minister then in New York – that ‘if Israel took
preemptive action, we would oppose them’.36 All this, of course, is very much
at odds with his claim that Washington ‘made no recommendation to the
Israelis about any course of action’.
Those warnings, although issued after the key Israeli decision had been
made, reflected a basic American attitude, one that played a much more
important role in shaping Israeli policy on this issue than Kissinger seemed
willing to admit. As one well-informed writer has pointed out, the Americans
‘consistently warned Israel that it must not be responsible for initiating
a Middle East war’.37 It is quite clear from Israeli sources that in considering
whether to attack pre-emptively, concerns about how the Americans would
react played a fundamental role.38 Kissinger clearly knew that this was the case.
The Israeli ambassador, Simcha Dinitz, who had just flown back from Israel,
briefed him on the evening of 7 October about the Israeli leadership’s discus
sion of the pre-emption issue on the eve of the Arab attack. Dinitz reported
one particularly striking remark made by Meir. He had reminded her that
Kissinger always told him that ‘whatever happens, don’t be the one that strikes
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first’. She had answered: ‘You think I forgot?’39 All this has a direct bearing on
interpreting Meir’s 7 October letter to Kissinger. When saying he knew the
reasons ‘why we took no preemptive action’, she was almost certainly alluding
to the general American attitude and not to specific warnings issued on the eve
of the war. But if that was the case, then Meir’s point that the Israelis had held
back in large part because the Americans had made their opposition clear was
absolutely correct; in dismissing that point, it was Kissinger himself, and not
Meir, who was giving a very misleading impression.
The next case has to do with an offer that Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko made to Nixon and Kissinger in two important meetings in
September 1971. According to Kissinger’s later account, Gromyko made
what was ‘on the surface’ an attractive proposal. ‘In the event of
a comprehensive settlement’, Gromyko said, the Soviets ‘were prepared to
withdraw their forces from the Middle East, join in an arms embargo to the
area, and participate in guarantees of a settlement’. But in reality, Kissinger
argued, ‘there was less to these proposals than met the eye’. The basic problem
was that the Soviets insisted that a comprehensive settlement would have to
‘involve total Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories of all Arab
states’. Since they were ‘still backing the maximum Arab position’ with ‘no
sign’ that they were willing to press their ‘clients toward flexibility’, America
‘had no incentive to proceed jointly with Moscow’. The procedure Gromyko
had in mind was also unacceptable: ‘the promised withdrawal of Soviet forces
would come at the end of the entire process; in other words, we would have to
execute our entire contribution to this arrangement before the Soviets had to
do anything’. ‘And even then’, Kissinger said, ‘the Soviets made their with
drawal from Egypt conditional on the withdrawal of American advisers from
Iran’.40
What is to be made of those claims? The first point is that whereas in his
memoirs Kissinger minimised the importance of the Soviet offer, at the time
both he and Nixon thought it very significant. Kissinger’s first reaction, when
Nixon briefed him on what Gromyko had said, was that this was
a ‘tremendous step’ on the Soviets’ part. After meeting with Gromyko to
confirm the terms of the offer, he told the president that the Soviets had
made ‘a major concession’, and these proposals were ‘the biggest steps forward
in the [Middle East] that have been made in your administration’.41 Even after
having time to reflect on the Gromyko offer, Nixon still thought it attractive.
Getting the Soviets to withdraw their forces in exchange for an Israeli with
drawal to the 1967 borders, he said a few months later, was ‘a damn good deal
for just a few hunks of desert’.42 The documentation now available fully
supports that positive appraisal.
That material shows that contrary to what Kissinger suggested in his
memoirs, the two major Powers saw things in much the same way regarding
the terms of the final settlement.43 The evidence on this point is quite
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overwhelming. In his one-on-one meeting with Nixon on 29 September,
Gromyko said that ‘if some kind of framework’ was reached to provide for
the ‘withdrawal of Israeli troops from all occupied territories’, the Soviet
Union, for its part, ‘would agree on the limitation, or, if you wish, even on
stoppage’ of arms deliveries to the area. It would also be willing to withdraw its
military units from the Middle East, leaving only a small number of advisors
there, ‘like you have in Iran’. The Soviets, he added, were also prepared,
together with the United States and other Powers, in the context of a general
agreement, to work out security arrangements for Israel.44 Importantly, this
was very much in line with the course of action Kissinger laid out a year earlier:
‘We would require Israel’s assurance that it would return essentially to her
prewar borders, in exchange for Arab commitments and an enforceable peace.
We would tell both the Soviets and Nasser [the Egyptian president at the time]
that Soviet combat personnel would have to be withdrawn after an
agreement’.45 Indeed, both he and other top American leaders said many
times both before and after September 1971 that as part of a settlement,
Israel would have to pull back to its 1967 borders with only minor
modifications.46 That latter provision, incidentally, was no problem for their
Soviet counterparts: Moscow agreed that minor territorial changes, at least on
the border with Jordan, were not out of the question.47
In the Soviet view, moreover, once the border issue was resolved, everything
else – as Brezhnev later put it – would ‘fall into place’.48 His government was
now taking an accommodating position on all the other issues involved in
a settlement: refugees, the Golan Heights, direct Arab-Israeli talks, and Israeli
passage through the Straits of Tiran via a permanent international presence at
Sharm el-Sheikh.49 So now, in agreeing to remove their military forces from
the area as part of a settlement, the Soviets felt they had taken a very important
step forward. Their ambassador in Washington, Anatoly Dobrynin, called it
‘the most generous offer the Soviet Union would ever make’.50 They were
offering to withdraw their forces, limit arms shipments to the region, and
guarantee the settlement: ‘What more could Israel possibly want?’ The Soviets,
he said, ‘would agree to almost anything’ the Americans proposed by way of
guarantees; and the Soviet Union would be ‘extremely flexible’ in negotiating
the settlement; only on the border issue did it have a fixed position – and even
on that point, its position was not fundamentally different from what the
Americans had in mind. The Politburo, Dobrynin told Kissinger, had in effect
accepted the conditions for a peace agreement that Nixon and Kissinger had
laid down in July 1970: they were willing to withdraw Soviet forces from the
area and ‘accept almost any settlement in terms of guarantees and other
requirements in return for a solution’.51 It was thus scarcely the case, as
Kissinger had claimed in his memoirs, that the Soviets were ‘still backing the
maximum Arab position’, that Gromyko had given ‘no sign of the Soviet
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Union’s willingness to press its clients towards flexibility’, or that he had given
America ‘no incentive to proceed jointly with Moscow’.52
Indeed, regarding Kissinger’s comment in his memoirs that ‘there was no
possibility of agreeing now on the shape of the final settlement’, it is important
to note that he told Gromyko explicitly at the time that the two Powers could
move ahead based on the Soviet foreign minister’s proposal.53 Nixon and
Brezhnev, he suggested, might be able to ‘agree on the nature of the ultimate
settlement’ at their meeting in Moscow in May 1972. Nevertheless, this agree
ment would have to remain secret since Nixon could not run the risk of a leak
that year before the presidential election in November. There certainly was ‘no
possibility of implementing a final agreement before the American election’.54
It implied that implementation would take place in 1973, and Kissinger
confirmed this point in a meeting with Dobrynin a month later. His under
standing ‘was that we would not begin implementing the agreement on our
side until after the elections; I had made this point clear to Gromyko that we
could come to an understanding which of course on our side would have to be
very binding, but that the actual implementation would be left until 1973’.55 In
April 1972, telling Gromyko that implementation would take place ‘within the
first six months’ of 1973, he went on to specify that implementation could not
‘begin until January’, implying that it would begin at the start of the year.56 All
this is very much at odds with the impression a reader would glean from the
passage in his memoirs dealing with the September 1971 meetings with
Gromyko that clearly suggested that given Soviet policy, joint action of this
sort was impossible.
There are, moreover, two other points where the documents contradict
Kissinger’s account of this episode. His memoirs claim that the ‘promised
withdrawal of Soviet forces would come at the end of the entire process’ – that
is, after full Israeli withdrawal. Yet, in the record of his meeting with Gromyko,
the Soviet foreign minister agreed that all the measures he had proposed,
including withdrawing Soviet forces, ‘would go into effect as part of an interim
settlement’ – it would not have to wait until completing the entire process.57
Kissinger also said that the Soviets had made withdrawal from Egypt ‘condi
tional on the withdrawal of American advisors from Iran’. In reality, however,
the point about Iran was rather different. The advisors from Iran would not
have to leave; all Gromyko said was that after the agreement took effect, the
Soviets could keep about the same number of advisors in Egypt as America
had in Iran. So Kissinger’s account of this episode is not very accurate.
The final but perhaps most interesting example has to do with Kissinger’s
account of his meetings with his Egyptian counterpart, Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat’s national security advisor, Hafiz Ismail. The two men met in
February 1973 for two days of intense discussion. According to Kissinger’s
memoirs, the Egyptians were uncompromising. Ismail had come ‘less to
discuss mediation – and therefore compromise – than to put forward
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a polite ultimatum for terms beyond our capacity to fulfill’. ‘Above all’, he
wrote, “Israel had to agree, before anything else happened, that it would return
to its 1967 borders with all neighbors, with some margin for adjustment,
perhaps, on the West Bank. Only on that basis would Egypt agree to join the
negotiating process, and then only to discuss security arrangements’. If an
Israeli-Egyptian agreement were reached, his country would only agree to end
the state of war. Full peace ‘would have to await a comprehensive settlement
with all the other parties, including Syria and the Palestinians’, thus giving ‘the
most intractable parties a veto, in effect, over the whole process’. The Egyptian
proposal, he wrote, ‘left us with little reason for optimism’. The policy Ismail
had laid out was ‘not essentially different’ from the one that had produced the
present deadlock, and he had little hope that it could lead to a negotiated
settlement.58
Again, it is clear from the documentary evidence now available that the
account Kissinger gave in his memoirs was deeply misleading. As he told
Nixon at the time, Ismail had in fact laid out a very new policy. ‘I thought the
most important thing’, he noted – and this was something Sadat ‘had never
said to anyone and won’t say to anybody’ – was that the Egyptians were
‘willing to make a separate Egyptian-Israeli deal, because they know that
afterwards the Jordanians and Syrians are going to follow the same procedure’.
This was the ‘first time’ that the Egyptians had said anything of the sort. ‘Up to
now’ they had taken the view ‘that the whole package must be done as one:
Syria, Jordan and Egypt’.59 To be sure, a comprehensive peace was still Egypt’s
long-term goal, but the connexion with the Egyptian part of the settlement
was, at least initially, to be minimal. As one of the Egyptians taking part in the
talks with Kissinger pointed out, there had to be some indication in the
Egyptian settlement ‘that we are going forward to a whole settlement’ – just
‘some paragraphs’ laying out basic principles of the sort contained ‘in the 242
document’. This document was the basic UN Security Council resolution that
had laid out in general language the terms of settlement, which Kissinger did
not take seriously.60
As the lengthy transcripts of his meetings with Kissinger make clear, Ismail
was interested in serious negotiations under mainly American auspices. He
certainly never said that Israel would first have to agree to return to its pre1967 borders – with perhaps some modifications in its border with Jordan –
before there could be any negotiations. One could begin, in Ismail’s view, by
working out what he called ‘heads of agreement’, basic principles that would
govern the Egyptian part of the settlement, negotiated in talks with the
Americans, with the Israelis somehow brought in at some point.61 Fleshing
out the ‘heads of agreement’ could then occur to produce a more detailed
written agreement; the Israelis would be more deeply involved in this stage.
Then talks about implementation would follow. After working out the ‘heads
of agreement’ with Egypt, efforts could engage Jordan and Syria. The same
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basic process would unfold on those fronts, but ‘a step behind’.62 If Syria
refused, that problem could be left for later. Ismail certainly did not suggest
that Egypt would be held back forever by a Syrian veto, and he probably felt
that after both Egypt and Jordan had made their own agreements with Israel, it
would be hard for Syria to refuse to settle on similar terms. As for the
Palestinians, he at one point told Kissinger that once Israel and Jordan reached
an agreement, that would ‘bring down the curtain’ on the whole Palestinian
issue, at least as an international problem; it would then be a matter for King
Hussein of Jordan and the Palestinians to settle internally.63 Nonetheless,
Kissinger could scarcely believe that Egypt could wash its hands of the
Palestinians in that way and, when pressing Ismail on that issue, the
Egyptian agreed to give more thought to the problem. The one point that
comes across from this exchange, however, is that Egypt would not allow the
Palestinians to prevent it from moving forward towards at least a partial peace
agreement with Israel.
Ismail’s basic plan, moreover, was not too different from the kind of strategy
the Americans had favoured for some time. After September 1971, at least in
theory, the policy had been to move quickly after the November 1972 elections
towards a settlement, at least with Egypt and Jordan, based on the principles
Washington and Moscow already shared – principles which had more or less
been agreed upon in the 1972 Moscow talks. Further talks involving the
regional actors would work out that settlement, with the big Powers helping
move matters forward behind the scenes. The Egyptian plan was much in line
with that basic approach, although it emphasised the American role in press
ing Israel and played down any expected Soviet actions. In substantive terms,
the Americans had for some time accepted the principle that Israel would have
to return to its 1967 borders, with only minor modifications; here, too, they
saw eye-to-eye with the Egyptians. The Americans had proposed, however,
that whilst Egyptian sovereignty over the whole Sinai peninsula could be
recognised, Israel’s security needs in that area could not be ignored and
maybe a temporary Israeli presence in the Sinai could be part of the agreement.
Cairo seemed willing to work out some sort of compromise on that basis.64
One thus comes away from the lengthy transcripts of the February 1973
Kissinger-Ismail meetings with the sense that the Egyptians were serious about
moving towards peace, that Kissinger had no fundamental objection to their
proposed course of action, and that Ismail and Kissinger in fact had reached
a near understanding about how matters were to proceed. That point is
particularly clear from the way Kissinger summed up matters at the end of
the talks: he had no problem with Ismail’s general approach and seemed
mainly concerned with how to flesh it out in practice.65 One certainly does
not get the impression that Ismail had merely ‘put forward a polite ultimatum
for terms beyond our capacity to fulfill’66; and in various specific ways,
Kissinger’s account in his memoirs of Ismail’s proposal is simply not
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supported by those documents. Ismail, for example, had not insisted that Israel
agree to withdraw from all the occupied territories ‘before anything else
happened’. The process, in fact, was to begin before bringing in Israel. Nor
had he insisted that ‘full peace’ with Israel would have to ‘await
a comprehensive settlement with all the other parties, including Syria and
the Palestinians’. Regarding the Palestinians, at least, he simply agreed that the
Egyptians needed to think more about the issue, and much of what he said had
in fact suggested that if the other issues were resolved, the Palestinian question
would not be a stumbling block to ‘full peace’ with Egypt. So, again, Kissinger’s
later account did not give a good sense of what had happened in his meetings
with Ismail.
Some general conclusions emerge from the analysis of these four claims.
The first and most obvious is that the accounts Kissinger later gave have to be
taken with a grain of salt. This is not to say, of course, that his three enormous
volumes of memoirs, along with his other writings and utterances dealing with
these matters, are devoid of historical value. Those three volumes are, in fact,
perhaps the most extraordinary political memoir ever written, and no histor
ian interested in the period would ever dream of ignoring them. The point is
simply not accepting what he says on faith and the importance of assessing his
claims against other evidence now available.
A second point is perhaps a bit less obvious: the distortions were by no
means random. In all three Middle East cases, the effect was to minimise
America’s responsibility – and especially Kissinger’s personal responsibility –
for what happened. The message in his passage dealing with the Gromyko
offer was that the Soviets were still impossible – they continued to ‘back the
maximum Arab position’ – so there was no point in trying to co-operate with
them in working out a settlement. The message in the passage dealing with the
Ismail meetings was that the Egyptians were still impossible: all Ismail had
done was to ‘put forward a polite ultimatum for terms beyond our capacity to
fulfill’. His account of the pre-emption issue on the eve of the 1973 war also
suggested that America’s ability to influence what happened was severely
limited. Israel, the argument ran, made the decision not to pre-empt entirely
on its own; the subtext was that Washington had little control over what Israel
did. A clear pattern exists here that says something about Kissinger’s purposes
in presenting things the way he did. He wanted to give the impression that
America’s room for manoeuvre was limited and, therefore, he personally
remained blameless for the way events unfolded. But having identified the
bias, allows for effective analysis of Kissinger’s account of the main issue here:
American policy at the end of the October 1973 war.
As the tide of battle in October 1973 turned against the Arabs, the Soviets
pressed for a ceasefire and Kissinger agreed to go to Moscow to look for
a solution. Contrary to several claims, however, he was no longer particularly
interested in holding the Israelis back.67 As he later pointed out, ‘what we
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wanted was the most massive Arab defeat possible so that it would be clear to
the Arabs that they would get nowhere with dependence on the Soviets’.68 For
that reason, he now sought to give the Israelis more time to complete their
military operations and, in fact, one of the main reasons he agreed to go to
Moscow was to give Israel another couple of days of operations.69 However, on
21 October, he negotiated a ceasefire agreement with Brezhnev and Gromyko
that led to a UN Security Council resolution adopted just before 1 AM on
22 October. The resolution was supposed to go into effect 12 hours later
equivalent to just before 7 PM Israeli time.70 According to Kissinger’s later
account, the Israelis did not learn of the decision as promptly as the Americans
intended because of a communications problem in Moscow. He therefore
indicated to the Israelis when meeting them on 22 October that he ‘would
understand if there was a few hours’ “slippage” in the cease-fire deadline’.71
When the ceasefire began unravelling next day, Kissinger wrote, he had the
‘sinking feeling’ that his remarks might have ‘emboldened’ the Israelis.72
Given the above discussion, neither Kissinger’s own accounts nor historical
works based on his testimony should be accepted uncritically. They all need
evaluation in light of the massive and quite extraordinary body of evidence
now available, and when one examines these sources, it becomes clear that
there are problems with the interpretation of this episode. First, Kissinger did
not tell the Israelis in his 22 October meetings that they had to stop their
offensive, allowing only a four-hour delay. Everything he said, in fact, pointed
in the opposite direction. ‘You won’t get violent protests from Washington’, he
told Meir, ‘if something happens during the night, while I’m flying. Nothing
can happen in Washington until noon tomorrow’.73 And ‘noon tomorrow’
implied at least a 16-hour delay beyond the ceasefire deadline – if Israeli time –
or perhaps a 22-hour delay – if, as is more likely, he meant Washington time –
not the mere four-hour delay that Kissinger admitted he had been willing to
give the Israelis to compensate for the communications breakdown.74 In
another conversation, moreover, this time with Israeli military leaders, he
might have gone further; according to Israeli sources, Kissinger spoke in
terms not of hours but days.75 When asked how long it would take ‘to
complete the encirclement of the two Egyptian armies on the east bank of
the Suez Canal’, the Air Force chief answered that there destruction could
occur ‘in two or three days’. ‘Two or three days?’, Kissinger supposedly replied.
‘That’s all? Well, in Vietnam the cease-fire didn’t go into effect at the exact
time that was agreed on’. To the Israelis, it sounded like Kissinger was giving
them a green light to continue operations for two or three days more. Still,
these Israeli sources are not a very reliable historical source, and this particular
story should not carry much evidentiary weight.76
One does not need, however, to rely on sources of that kind to conclude that
the green lighting of Israel was part of a deliberate strategy. Kissinger’s basic
idea, as a number of documents show, was that the Israelis could take
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advantage of the fact that no one would really know how far they had actually
advanced at the time the ceasefire was supposed to go into effect. It meant that
no matter where they were at the time the shooting actually stopped, they
would not have to withdraw to any particular line – Kissinger pointed this out
to Dinitz in a telephone conversation at noon on 23 October.77 In line with
that idea, he had encouraged Israeli leaders the previous day to ‘just say’ they
would stop where they were at the time the ceasefire was supposed to take
effect provided the other side also did so, taking care to note that whether
offensive operations actually continued lay within Israeli ‘domestic jurisdic
tion’ and that ‘reality’ – presumably meaning, ‘and not UN resolutions’ –
would determine where the ceasefire lines actually were.78
Kissinger was more explicit when meeting Dinitz later that afternoon. He
told the ambassador that he wanted Israel to improve its position in the field as
much as possible; indeed, he said, he made this clear to Meir when he saw her
in Israel. But for diplomatic reasons, it would be helpful if the Israelis accepted
a UN resolution calling for a return to the original ceasefire line. That resolu
tion, he thought, would have no substantive effect; the Israelis would not be
expected ‘to return to the positions from which’ they had started. He asked
only that they find ‘200–300 unimportant and insignificant yards from which’
to withdraw, so that they could claim they were complying with the UN
resolution. There were no threats, no demands, no criticism even of the
Israeli offensive – an attitude very much at odds with the much harder line
Nixon was taking with the Israelis at the time.79
He reiterated the point, and indeed went a bit further, in two telephone
conversations with Dinitz that evening. ‘When the pressure starts’, he said, the
Israelis could withdraw a bit – a ‘few hundred yards’ from where they would be
at that point, which was well beyond the original ceasefire line – but ‘not right
now’. ‘The time to make moves’, he indicated, ‘is just a little bit before you are
forced to’. Israel, he thought, should continue military operations for
another day: the fighting should only stop ‘tomorrow’, that is, two days after
the ceasefire was supposed to go into effect. Then someone should announce
that Israel was returning to the original ceasefire line; the assumption was that
since no one knew where that line was, there would be no way to prove that the
Israelis, in withdrawing a few hundred yards, were not making a legitimate
pull back. In terms of tactics, the idea was that the Israelis should say one thing
and do another, but the Israelis were unwilling to go along with what they
viewed as an unnecessarily dishonest policy and refused to accept what
Kissinger called his ‘strong tactical advice’. In their view, the fact that some
Egyptian commanders continued to fight past the deadline – and were suppo
sedly the first ones to violate the ceasefire – gave them all the justification they
needed to do what it wanted to do anyway: cut off the Egyptian Third Army in
the Sinai. Kissinger was irritated by Israel’s response; not by Israeli refusal to
stop fighting, but their unwillingness to defend their actions by making false
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claims about where their forces were when the 22 October ceasefire was
supposed to take effect. ‘The trouble with your people’, he told Dinitz on the
evening of 23 October, ‘is they have too much integrity’. He had clearly not
given up on his plan. ‘In my personal opinion’, he said according to the Israeli
account of these conversations, ‘if you could buy some time by discussing the
200–300 yards, why not give up some of your integrity? After all, within a short
while it will become clear that 25,000 Egyptians do not have water or supplies
and then you have the upper hand anyway’. The next day he complained to
Dinitz that because of Israeli boasting – he was particularly annoyed with some
remarks the Israeli defence minister, Moshe Dayan, had just made – ‘the
strategy which I had proposed is no longer possible’. ‘The Israelis are not
only obnoxious’, he complained to other American officials a little later that
morning, ‘they’re also boastful. If they had kept their mouths shut, no one
would have known where the ceasefire line was’.80
The real problem, however, was not that the Israelis were too honest. The
real problem lay with the Arabs and their Soviet friends. The Egyptians
especially were becoming increasingly desperate as the Israelis threatened
to cut off their Third Army in the Sinai, and the Soviets were enraged by the
Israelis’ refusal to comply with the ceasefire – and by what they viewed as
America’s unwillingness to make them do so. The Soviet leadership had by
no means been eager to intervene in the conflict. Kissinger understood how
reluctant the Soviets were to confront the United States in this crisis.
Brezhnev had told him in Moscow that ‘détente was the most important
thing and he wouldn’t give it up for the Middle East’; and he apparently took
that statement at face value.81 Nevertheless, what that meant was that
America could go rather far before triggering Soviet military action of any
sort. The question was how far, and by 23 October, Soviet patience was
wearing thin. There were even certain indications that the Soviets were
preparing to send troops to Egypt.82 So on the morning of 24 October,
nearly two full days after the ceasefire was supposed to take effect, the
Americans slammed on the brakes. The Israelis were told clearly to stop
military operations: ‘we cannot’, Kissinger said, ‘make Brezhnev look like
a Goddamn fool in front of his own colleagues’.83 Washington had thus
shifted course about 12 hours before receiving the famous Brezhnev letter
threatening unilateral Soviet intervention – just a bit too late to prevent that
threat from being issued.84
The key point is that Israeli flouting of the ceasefire directly provoked the
Brezhnev threat and Soviet moves that had preceded it. Kissinger had no
problem recognising, at the late night meeting, where the decision on how
to respond to the Brezhnev threat came. The ‘Israeli violation’ of the ceasefire
agreement ‘broke the camel’s back’; it was only then, he pointed out, that ‘the
Soviets decided to move’.85 Indeed, he later admitted to the Israelis that
Brezhnev’s claim about being tricked was ‘not unreasonable’.86 Kissinger
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certainly recognised that he had pushed the envelope a bit too far – that he was
in large measure responsible for creating the situation that had led to the
Brezhnev threat. ‘If the Soviets have decided to go in’, Kissinger remarked to
Dinitz when he telephoned him on the evening of 24 October to tell him about
the Brezhnev threat, ‘I just think we turned the wheel yesterday one screw too
much’.87 The ‘we’ is very much worth noting. That single two-letter word is
a kind of ‘smoking gun’ showing that the Israelis had not acted on their own
and that Kissinger had given the green light for the Israeli offensive.
It is also important to note that in reacting to the Brezhnev threat the way
he did, Kissinger deliberately engaged in a bit of overkill.88 ‘Although at the
time all the Russians were going to do was to put a division at the Cairo
airport’, he later remarked, in ordering the alert, he wanted ‘to teach them
that they could not operate far from home’.89 He had learned, he said at the
time, ‘that when you decide to use force you must use plenty of it’.90 The
decision to order the alert was in line with the basic philosophy he outlined
a week earlier: ‘If we get into a confrontation, we have to show that we are
a giant! We have to win!’91 To be sure, the whole ‘crisis’ of 24–25 October
was somewhat artificial, since the Americans did not intend to resist the
basic Soviet demand that Israel stop its advance; they had actually taken the
necessary actions to force Israel into line about 12 hours before receiving the
Brezhnev letter. But the purpose of the alert was not to confront the Soviets
on that issue. It was instead essentially an exercise in image making. The
whole world needed to be shown that America was the top dog, that the
Soviets had backed down, and that Washington would determine how things
ran their course in the Middle East. Egypt was now at Israel’s mercy, and
Israel utterly depended on the United States; America, Kissinger said, was
thus ‘in the catbird’s seat’,92 and the Soviets would play a purely secondary
role. On 24 October, for example, he explained what had been agreed to in
Moscow and outlined how America intended to proceed: ‘The only thing
agreed is that the Arabs sit down with Israel, initially with the United States
and Soviet Union to get them talking. We privately will tell the Arabs to
screw the Russians and come to us for any deals’.93 He realised that he
should not overdo it. Thinking it important not to ‘humiliate the Soviet
Union too much’,94 he was prepared to throw it a bone or two to help it save
face and keep it from making trouble. But he wanted to humiliate the Soviets
just the right amount and, above all, make sure that on the real issues,
America would call the shots.
In his Walgreen lectures in 1951, the diplomat/scholar George Kennan
suggested that democracies were like those ‘prehistoric monsters with a body
as long as this room and a brain the size of a pin’. Their foreign policies had
a certain mindless quality. They tended to think too much in terms of abstract
moral principles and too little in terms of what would make for a stable
international system. They would be much better off, he thought, if they
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lowered their sights and dealt with other countries in a less ideological and
more business-like way. They should avoid ‘moralistic slogans’ and refrain
from picturing their ‘effort as a crusade’; they should keep their ‘lines of
negotiation to the enemy’ open and settle for a reasonable accommodation
rather than insist on total victory. But Kennan understood that because of its
own internal political culture, the United States found it hard to pursue that
sort of policy – he was worried that unless it found a way around that problem
it might be headed for real trouble down the road.95
Kennan was by no means the only observer to see things that way and the
failure of détente in the 1970s in the 1970s often interpreted in those terms.
Kissinger, the argument runs, sought to pursue the kind of policy Kennan had
in mind, a policy based on realist principles. Nonetheless, his approach was too
subtle, too European, for the unsophisticated Americans, who insisted that the
country’s foreign policy reflect its moral sensibilities and ideological beliefs. Of
course, Kissinger often took that view. Reading his memoirs, the subtext is
clear: it was not his fault if the policy was not successful. To be sure, much of
the problem had to do with the external situation, especially in the Middle
East. The Soviets were impossible; he had not seen ‘one shred of evidence’ that
they ‘were willing to separate themselves from the hardline Arab program’.96
The Arabs were also impossible; even in February 1973, he claimed, Ismail had
merely presented ‘a polite ultimatum for terms beyond our capacity to fulfill’.
As for the Israelis, they made their own decisions, with America’s ability to
influence their behaviour quite limited. But internal problems in the final
analysis turned out to be more daunting. Given America’s political culture,
it was impossible even for a statesman of his undoubted ability to pursue the
sort of realist policy he felt was in America’s interest. Indeed, as pointed out
earlier, he went so far as to say as he left office that the problem had ‘been
almost entirely domestic’ in nature.
That whole interpretation of the failure of détente is deeply misleading. It
was not because the country would never support a realist policy that things
ran their course the way they did in the 1970s. The policy of reaching an
accommodation with the Soviets remained generally welcomed in 1972. If the
very idea of improving relations with a major communist Power were simply
unacceptable for ideological reasons, the reaction to détente policy at that
point would have been very different. The shift in attitudes at home after
1972 was real enough and obviously played an important role in the story, but
it did not happen on its own; that shift had a good deal to do with Soviet
behaviour from 1973 on, or at least with the way it was commonly interpreted.
In looking at how, and especially when, that shift took place, it is hard to avoid
the conclusion that in large part the particular interpretation placed on Soviet
policy during the October war triggered it. The view that the Soviet Union
played a major role in instigating that conflict was crucial in that regard, but
the events that took place at the end of the war also mattered a great deal. With
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the United States forced to take the extraordinary step of ordering a worldwide
military alert – a step seeming to suggest a real risk of general nuclear war –
then the provocation must have been enormous. The Soviets had actually
threatened to send troops to the Middle East, indicating that they were as
aggressive as ever; détente, therefore, had been a fraud. Moreover, the events of
October 1973 did not just affect American opinion. The Soviets assumed that
Kissinger had not dealt honestly with them, and Washington had somehow
given the green light for Israeli violations of the ceasefire; what happened at the
end of the war thus also tended to discredit détente in Soviet eyes, something
helping explain Soviet policy in the Third World in the mid- and late 1970s.97
None of this had to happen. If Kissinger had played it straight with the
Soviets in October 1973 and not encouraged Israel to violate the ceasefire he
had just negotiated in Moscow, there would have been no Brezhnev threat and
no American alert. More generally, if American policy had differed – been
more willing to work with the Soviets in dealing with the Arab-Israeli conflict,
a policy more in keeping with what was supposed to be the spirit of détente –
events might well have run their course in the post-1973 period in a very
different way. Feelings within America would have differed, and Soviet policy,
too, would probably have altered. What that suggests is that the détente policy
as such was not the problem. It was not that a country like the United States
was simply incapable, for domestic political reasons, of pursuing a policy based
on realist principles. The essential problem was that the American government
chose to pursue a policy at the time cut from a different cloth. The goal in
theory might have been to build a world where the United States and Soviet
Union could put ideology aside and deal with each other on a relatively cooperative, business-like basis. Yet, if Kissinger had taken that goal seriously,
would he really have pursued the policy he did in late October 1973? By green
lighting the Israeli ceasefire violations, he was undermining the basic policy his
government was supposed to be pursuing. That effect, however, was entirely
foreseeable, and that in turn makes one wonder about how serious he was in
pursuing that policy in the first place – about whether all the talk about
building a ‘lasting structure of peace’ was just so much wool to be pulled
over people’s eyes for much less noble political purposes.
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